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FRM® Fire Rated Material in Fire-Resistance Rated Assemblies

Scope
The purpose of these instructions is to provide application requirements for the proper installation and testing
of FRM in fire-resistance rated assemblies, such as UL U370. These are minimum requirements and in no way
supersede local building code requirements.

Requirements
1. The installing contractor has read and understood these
FRM installation instructions, and is proficient with the
operation of the Wall Spray equipment, including postapplication testing and documentation.
2. The installing contractor uses only FRM, bearing the
UL classification mark, for all UL fire-resistance rated
assemblies (UL U370, for example).

Equipment and Application
The equipment and application methods used by the installing
contractor will affect the installed density and moisture content.
Careful spray technique and skill of the nozzle applicator are
important. Dry Dense-Packed FRM has not been tested in any
fire-resistance rated assembly.
Equipment Requirements
1. A two hopper system consisting of both a dry and recycle
machine is required to effectively manage installed
moisture and density. Contact your GreenFiber
Representative for equipment questions.
2. Core Sampling Kit as described in Appendix I.
3. Density Control Log, such as the GreenFiber UL Fire
Wall Field Test Log (PM-6.3-121)
4. GreenFiber Wall Spray Manual (WI-6.19-18)
5. Wall Spray equipment required in the Wall Spray
Manual (WI-6.19-18)
Application Overview
FRM is applied with basic Wall Spray techniques but with the
knowledge that the density characteristics will be different
than that of typical thermal insulation applications. These
instructions highlight the important details to keep in mind
when installing FRM. GreenFiber cannot anticipate all of the
individual and specific assembly details that the installing
contractor will come across. These instructions can in no way
be considered all inclusive to every assembly detail. If there
is any doubt about installing FRM in a particular assembly
detail, consult the architect or engineer of record for advice
on how to proceed.
Application Requirements
1. Mesh netting or gypsum drywall must be attached to the
outer face of one row of studs to provide a support for the
sprayed fiber installation. Care should be taken to apply
either the mesh netting or gypsum drywall to the
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opposing units in such a way that application can be
achieved from the center unit, thereby increasing speed
of application.
2. Begin installation at the bottom plate, spraying at a
downward angle of approx 30-degrees, compressing the
material and increasing the installed density.
3. Continue with the downward angle until the depth is 8-10
inches from the bottom plate. The position is approximately
one foot closer to the wall relative to a normal Wall Spray
application which helps to increase the installed density.
4. Angle the nozzle to the back of the cavity, moving the
nozzle side to side as you fill the cavity in an upward
motion. Care must be taken to fill the entire cavity, including
behind the studs.
5. All fossil fuel heaters emit extreme amounts of moisture,
causing increased relative humidity and drying time. Open
windows and provide air circulation to remove evaporated
moisture to the outside.

6. The installing contractor is responsible for performing
density and moisture content field tests. The installing
contractor must provide to the builder a copy of the field
test results on the UL Fire Wall Field Test Log, or equivalent,
for each unit installed.
Moisture Testing (See Appendix I for details)
1. FRM must be installed between 25% and 35% moisture
content. Testing during installation is required to determine
that this range is being maintained.
2. To predict dry density, the installing contractor must test the
moisture content next to the area where the core samples
are to be taken.

3. The only approved moisture meter for use in fire-resistance
rated assemblies is the Delmhorst P-2000 with 19-E probe.
See Appendix III for proper calibration and use of this
equipment.

2. If the results of the core tests show the cavity will dry below
the required minimum dry density, core sample tests must
be taken in each cavity adjoining the failed cavity. The process
should continue outward from the original failed cavity until
the samples meet or exceed the minimum required dry
density and the extent of the defect is known. Any additional
cavities that do not meet the minimum dry density requirement
must be repaired immediately. After repair, retest the cavities
to make sure the repair meets the requirement. Replace the
core sample material in the original hole and, if necessary,
refinish these areas to create a consistent surface.
Minor Repairs
1. If only a small amount of material is pulled or knocked from
the wall before the gypsum drywall has been installed, cut a
small portion of netting and face staple it to the studs over the
spot where FRM needs repair. Replace FRM behind the net
for a clean repair.

4. Moisture samples must be taken in the middle half of the
cavity, keeping in mind that one must select an area where
a full 8 inch sample depth can be taken.

2. The installing contractor should be recalled for an on-site
repair if a large portion of FRM has been pulled from the
cavity. Netting can be installed on both sides for added
protection assurance.
Appendix I: Checking for Target / Dry Density:
Appendix II: Cavity Matrices (8”, 9”, 10”, 11” & 12”)
Appendix III: Delmhorst P-2000 Manual

Density
Differing UL fire-resistance rated assemblies may have
different minimum finished dry densities. It is the installer’s
responsibility to ensure that the installed minimum dry density
meets the UL listing requirement. See Appendix I: Checking
for Target / Dry Density. The installing contractor must take a
minimum of two core readings and two moisture readings per
floor per fire wall.

Reference Information
• GreenFiber’s UL Fire-Resistance Rated Assemblies. See
web site: www.ul.com-Go to Certification Link and TYPE
IN U370 or U377 in the UL File Number box to see the
assemblies or:
• GreenFiber’s UL U370 Fire-Resistance Rated
Assembly: http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/
LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?name=BXUV.U370&ccn
shorttitle=Fire+Resistance+Ratings+-+ANSI/UL+263&obji
d=1075301647&cfgid=1073741824&version=versionless
&parent_id=1073984818&sequence=1
• GreenFiber’s UL U377 Fire-Resistance Rated Assembly:
http://database.ul.com/cgi-bin/XYV/template/
LISEXT/1FRAME/showpage.html?name=BXUV.
U377&ccnshorttitle=Fire-resistance+Ratings+-+ANSI/UL+
263&objid=1077733442&cfgid=1073741824&version=ver
sionless&parent_id=1073984818&sequence=1

Table 1: U370 Minimum/Target Dry Density for Two-Hour and
Three-Hour Fire-Rated Walls

• UL Fire Wall Field Test Log (PM-6.3-121)

Assembly

Dry Density
2 hour

Dry Density
3 hour

For additional information, please contact your GreenFiber
Representative, or call GreenFiber at 800-228-0024.

UL U370 Fire Rating
(Minimum Density)

3.35 lbs/ft3

3.89 lbs/ft

(Target Density)

4.0 lbs/ft3

4.5 lbs/ft

Repairs
Procedure for Repairing Low Density Areas
1. If test results show that the installed minimum dry density
required in Table 1 has not been met, a repair must be made
immediately. If an immediate repair is not possible, record
the unit number, floor number and location of areas requiring
repair in the Notes section on the UL Fire Wall Field Test Log.
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US GreenFiber (USGF) does not provide architectural, inspection, engineering or building science
services and disclaims any responsibility with respect thereto. USGF does not guarantee, warrant or
attempt to determine whether a building structure, design or the use of material therein complies with
any applicable Codes, standards, guidelines or standards of workmanship. Adding insulation to any
part of a home’s envelope will cause changes in air, heat and moisture flow. The user must understand
how the use of insulation will change the performance of a dwelling prior to installation. The user
maintains the full and complete responsibility to comply with all Codes, laws and regulations applicable to
the safe and proper use, handling and installation of the product and should consult with an architect,
engineer, building scientist, and/or a rater/energy specialist for all construction, design and
performance related questions. The information contained herein is believed to be accurate as of the
time of preparation. However, USGF makes no warranty concerning the accuracy of this information.
USGF will not be liable for claims relating to the use of information contained herein, regardless of
whether it is claimed that the information or recommendations are inaccurate, incomplete or incorrect.

FRM Fire Rated Material in
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APPENDIX I

1.0 Checking for Target / Dry Density:
The Core Sampling Kit includes a weight scale, coring tools,
core plunger, sample holder, Delmhorst P-2000 with 19-E
probe, and weight/density conversion matrices (Appendix II).
The matrices in Appendix II were developed to predict the
target dry density using the reading of the Delmhorst meter
and the wet core weight of the sample at various sample/wall
depths. The installing contractor is responsible for supplying
a 14 to18 volt battery operated drill with a fast/slow selector.
1.1 Checking for Moisture Content:
The meter and probe can be used to determine the moisture
in the wall. The meter is calibrated to ASTM D644 using the
original weight method for calculating the moisture content.
The meter reads the highest point of electrical conductance
between the material and the electrode. This meter and
electrode has been tested with US GreenFiber INS735 and
FRM products; its accuracy among other materials has not
been tested using this method. Thus the meter is going to
determine the highest moisture content of the sample that is
in contact with the electrode, not the average of the sample in
contact with the probe.
1. Follow Delmhorst’s Guide for Calibration
2. Verify the meter is set to the third scale (*); if it needs to
be changed, hold down the button until (3) is displayed.
3. Insert the external probe into the cavity along the side of
the stud until the back edge becomes flush with the stud.
Note: Be as careful as possible to keep the blades against
the stud as the blades are inserted into the product, to
prevent an air gap from forming between the blade and
material.
4. Hit the read button (largest button with water drops).

Checking For Target/Dry Density

until the tool is in full contact with the drywall or the tool cuts
through the netting. It is important that the speed of entry
of the coring tool starts slowly and maintains a slow steady
speed all the way to the back of the cavity.
Slowly slide the coring tool out of the wall, without the drill
turning. Place the sample holder on the weight scale and
press the “Zero” button. Disconnect the coring cylinder from
its base by twisting the cylinder. Push the material out of the
cylinder, with the core plunger, into the holder.
1.3 Determining Target Dry Density
Then, use the appropriate weight / density conversion matrix,
Appendix II, to determine the dry density with the wet core
weight and meter reading collected under section 1.1
and 1.2.
1.4 Sample Core Repair
To replace the product that has been taken for samples, pack
the core cylinder full with the tested material and excess loose
material. Slide the cylinder into the wall until it is fully inserted.
Use the plunger and push the material inside the tube while
removing the cylinder. Brush off the extra material that
protrudes beyond the studs.
Note: Use a longer coring device with cavities larger than
9” in depth.
Please contact your GreenFiber Representative for any
questions regarding the use of this kit.

1.2 Checking Sample Weight
To use the coring tool, the Operator will use a battery
powered drill that is not included. A 14 to 18 volt drill with a
fast/slow selector is required. The sample locations are best
taken in the middle ½ of the cavity, keeping in mind that one
must select an area where a full sample can be taken.
Take a core sample as close to the moisture reading location
as possible to produce the most accurate results. Switch the
drill speed to the slowest setting. Load the coring tool into the
drill. With the coring tool level, continue slowly into the cavity

US GreenFiber (USGF) does not provide architectural, inspection, engineering or building science services and disclaims any responsibility with respect thereto. USGF does not guarantee, warrant or attempt to
determine whether a building structure, design or the use of material therein complies with any applicable Codes, standards, guidelines or standards of workmanship. Adding insulation to any part of a home’s envelope
will cause changes in air, heat and moisture flow. The user must understand how the use of insulation will change the performance of a dwelling prior to installation. The user maintains the full and complete responsibility to
comply with all Codes, laws and regulations applicable to the safe and proper use, handling and installation of the product and should consult with an architect, engineer, building scientist, and/or a rater/energy specialist for
all construction, design and performance related questions. The information contained herein is believed to be accurate as of the time of preparation. However, USGF makes no warranty concerning the accuracy of this
information. USGF will not be liable for claims relating to the use of information contained herein, regardless of whether it is claimed that the information or recommendations are inaccurate, incomplete or incorrect.
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CAVITY MATRICES
8” Cavity
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CAVITY MATRICES
9” Cavity
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CAVITY MATRICES
10” Cavity
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CAVITY MATRICES
11” Cavity
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CAVITY MATRICES
12” Cavity
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APPENDIX III

Delmhorst P-2000 Manual

FRM Installation Instructions
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